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To brush, loosen and

decompact the hardest infill,

the Verti-Groom is equipped

with a variety of

interchangeable tools.

The spring steel flexible tines

gently lift and break up

compacted areas while

effectively mixing and

incorporating sand infill.

Mounted separately or with

the spring tines, specially

configured rear poly brushes

straighten and lift the turf

fibers leaving them in a

plush and upright for a soft

and level playing surface.
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FEATURE BENEFIT

Gentle spring steel tines Breaks up and levels compaction quickly

Adjustable working depth Protects the backing material

Reduces surface hardness More natural feel, may reduce injuries

Increases water percolation For fast drainage and fewer wet areas

Special rear brush arrangement Levels infill leaving field ready for play

Weight: 495 lbs. (225 kg)

Working Width: 80” (2,000 mm)

3-point type: Cat-1

Rec. Tractor: 18 HP

Depth: 0-1.2” (0-30 mm)

Options Multiple poly brushes, single or multiple spring tine rows
Magnetic sweeper bar
Tow-behind kit

Our commitment is to fully satisfy the needs

of our customer. For immediate assistance,

contact your local distributor or our Sales &

Marketing Office at 636-326-1009.
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Redexim North America are respected world wide for their knowledge of

natural turf maintenance, particularly with regard to aerating using the

Verti-Drain. After many years of development Redexim North America

have produced a complete range of machines for the maintenance of

Artificial Turf, called the Verti-Art range. Many people believe that once

installed artificial turf will “look after itself,” this is far from the reality. Just

like natural turf needs regular mowing and aerating to maintain healthy

growth and appearance, so artificial turf whether granulate filled

or fully synthetic require cleaning and levelling of the granulate which

can accumulate in some areas while leaving others without.
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